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Daniel (c. 620-538bc) was a noble Jewish
youth of Jerusalem, who was taken into captivity by
Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon and served the king
and his successors with loyalty and ability until the
time of the Persian conqueror Cyrus, all the while
remaining true to the God of Israel.
Nebuchadnezzar II dreamed of a giant statue
made of four metals with feet of mingled iron and clay,
smashed by a stone from heaven. Only Daniel was
able to interpret it: the dream signified four kingdoms,
of which Babylon was the first, but God would destroy
them and replace them with His own kingdom.
Darius, the next ruler, elevated Daniel to high
office, exciting the jealousy of other officials. Knowing
of Daniel’s devotion to his God, his enemies tricked
the king into issuing an edict forbidding worship of
any other god or man for a 30-day period. Daniel
continued to pray three times a day to God towards
Jerusalem. He was accused and King Darius, forced
by his own decree, threw Daniel into the lions’ den.
But God shut up the mouths of the lions, and the next
morning Darius rejoiced to find him unharmed. The
king cast Daniel’s accusers into the lions’ pit together
with their wives and children to be devoured, while
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Darius acknowledged Daniel’s God as the One
whose kingdom shall never be destroyed.
The Book of Daniel records these and other
events in Daniel’s life, including the story of three of
his companions being thrown into the fiery furnace.
This book belongs not only to the religious tradition
but also to the wider Western intellectual and
artistic heritage. It was easily the most popular
of the prophetic books for the Anglo-Saxons, who
nevertheless treated it not as prophecy but as an
historical book.
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